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Abstract— In recent years database security has become one of
the major issues in computer security. Database security is
concerned with preventing unauthorized and malicious access
into a database. A number of mechanisms needed to defend
information, such as verification, user privileges, data
encryption, and auditing, are available in DBMS . In reality,
malicious access of databases by unauthorized users by detecting
system vulnerabilities and unauthorized database transactions
done by authorized users cannot be handled by a simple database
security mechanism. So, Database Intrusion detection systems
have turn out to be a crucial matter for computer systems
security infrastructures. This paper raised a proficient
mechanism to avert malicious transaction in the database
indemnity system.
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I. INT RODUCTION
Information is a core asset of any institute to maintain its
permanence. So, info rmation security is necessary to protect
the reliability, discretion and accessibility of informat ion. Th e
primary objective of database security research is protecting
the database fro m unwanted activ ities. Unwanted activ ities
can be authenticated misuse, malicious actions or involuntary
mistakes made by authorized ind ividuals or processes. This
unauthorized access of database can be in form of malicious
transaction perforating the security of database. The protection
against data corruption is one of the main problems faced by
system ad ministrators. Due to the growth o f networked data,
security attacks have become a dominant problem in
practically all informat ion infrastructures. Many refined

security systems are used to meet the security requirements
but they may have security vulnerabilit ies or miss
configuration of those systems. A successful security attack
lies on the vulnerabilities of the system.
In an organizations, massive no of emp loyees use their
database fro m their indiv idual depart ments where each user
has their own userID. So by identifying their userID, the
system detects the person as authorized or unauthorized
person also known as external attack detection. But if an
authorized person doing activities that are not integral for their
task and unsafe for the organization, then the system cannot
detect those activities as suspicious activities with simple
security system. Th is type of attack is known as an internal
attack. Usual database security attacks can be premeditated
illegal attempts to access private data or malicious actions
executed by authorized users to corrupt critical data or
exterior interferences intended to cause undue delays in
accessing data. To protect the database from this type of
intrusions the researchers develop intrusion detection system.
Typically, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) are used to
identify any unauthorized activit ies, threats, attacks on any
type of resources available. Intrusion detection systems are
categorized based on their source of data collection and on the
strategy employed in detecting intrusions. Based on the source
of audit data, IDS are either host based or network based.
While fro m the strategy perspective, IDS are either misuse
based or anomaly based [1]. Most IDSs detect those activities
at the transaction level. Such attacks are identified by
analyzing the transaction logs. A transaction log records all
the transactions of the database. By analyzing these logs most
wicked activit ies can be identified. Th is paper proposed an
intrusion detection system to protect database against
malicious activities. The system main ly works in two
segments: the transaction modeling and intrusion detection. In
the transaction modeling segment, collected data are used to
create models wh ich are stored in a data warehouse. In the
detection segment, the current event is compared with those
models in the data warehouse to detect if it is normal or
malicious .
II. RELAT ED WORK
Many research works has been going since many years in the
field of database security. Wenhui et al. [2] proposed a mult ilayer mechanism to sense intrusions against a web-based
database services. A real-time database intrusion detection
system is proposed by Lee et al. [3] using time signatures by
observing the database performance at the point of sensor
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transaction. Whenever a transaction attempts to update a pre
updated temporal data in that period, an alarm is raised. Hu et
al. [4] suggested an intrusion detection mechanism based on
data dependency, generated in the form of association rules.
Transactions that do not pursue data dependency rules are
identified as malicious transactions. Some attributes are
measured as more responsive to malicious adaptation
compared to others. Srivastava et al. [5] proposed a weighted
data min ing algorith m to find dependencies among those
sensitive attributes. Transactions that do not follow
dependency rules are marked as malicious. Kamra et al. [6]
have proposed a role based access control mechanism to
detect malicious actions in databases. By classificat ion
technique role profiles of authorized user behaviour are
designed. When role profiles for given user is different than
the original ro le of a user an alarm is raised. The approach
presented by Rao et al. [7] based on transaction level
dependency. In [8], Vieira et al. addressed the detection of
malicious DBMS transactions with the assumption with
manually generated transactions profile. In[9] Rao et al.
proposed the database IDS which incorporates to generate
authorised transactions profile automat ically instated of
manually and detection phase is also automated to ensure the
performance of the system. In [10], Lee et al. d iscussed about
a structure for continuously adapting the intrusion detection
system for a co mputer environ ment as it is upgraded. The
paper shows a number of data mining approaches to solve this
problem.
III. A PRIORI ALGORITHM
“Apriori” [11] is an algorith m for frequent item set min ing
over transactional databases. It identifies the regular
individual items in the database and extends them to larger
item sets as long as those item sets appear sufficiently often in
the
database.
Apriori
is
considered
to
work
on databases containing transactions, like collections of items
bought by customers, or details of a website frequentation.
Here, frequent subsets are extended one item at a t ime and
groups of candidates are tested against the data. When no
more successful extensions are found, the algorithm
terminates. Apriori uses bfs and a Hash tree structure to count
candidate item sets efficiently. It generates candidate item sets
of length fro m item sets of length
. Then it prunes
the candidates which have an infrequent sub pattern. The
candidate set contains all frequent -length item sets. After
that, it scans the transaction database to determine frequent
item sets among the candidates.
Main steps of iteration are:

1. Find frequent set Lk-1
2. Join step: Ck is generated by joining Lk-1 with itself
(Cartesian product Lk-1 × Lk-1)
3. Prune step (Apriori property): Any (k–1) Size item sets
that is not frequent cannot be a subset of a frequent k
size item sets, hence should be removed.
4. Frequent set Lk has been achieved
Where, Ck as a candidate item set of size k
Lk as a frequent item set of size k
This algorith m uses breadth first search and a hash tree
structure to make candidate item sets efficient, and then the
frequency occurrence for each candidate item sets will be
counted. Those candidate item sets that have higher frequency
than minimu m support threshold are qualified to be frequent
item sets. The support value is simply the number of
transactions that include all items in the antecedent and
consequent parts of the association rule. The support is
sometimes expressed as a percentage of the total number of
records in the database. Apriori algorith m is better than using
association rules. The most important advantage of this
algorith m is that incremental updating of the ru le set is easy.
Apriori algorith m was used in the proposed method to
improve the detection systems.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
Any activity in database leaves evidence in transaction log
table. This transaction log data can be easily formatted into a
database table and program executions and user behaviour
have common connection among system features. Transaction
dataset of user behaviour is too large, so it is important to use
a min ing algorith m. In this paper a well known algorith m,
Apriori algorith m is used to handle the transaction data and
calculate the support value. Apriori algorith m is efficient in
handling large datasets.
The audit log contains the data about previous transactions
executed by the authorized users. These audit information are
used to create models with help of Apriori algorith m.
Therefore, any user who wants to perform any transaction in
DBMS also generates a current transaction log. No w, to detect
the transaction is valid or not, the current transaction
informat ion is compared with transactions models. If the
current informat ion about the transaction fulfils all
requirements then this transaction will be marked as valid or
benign transaction. The figure below illustrated the scenario
of method.
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3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Record Audit data
fro m Data Base
transaction log

8)
Create Transaction
Model using
Apriori Algorith m.

9)
10)

Create
transaction table
fro m user query

11)
12)
13)
14)

Malicious
transaction
Detection

While T contain values ;
increment the count by 1 ;
For each session_id of T ;
Read the values of Transaction model ;
If session_id and transaction_id
for
T and
Transaction model matches ;
Read the support value for the corresponding
session_id of transaction model
if support value > min support threshold
compare command_type and target_obj for current
session_id ;
if co mmand_type and target_obj for current
session_ID matches;
Transaction is Benign
else Malicious Transaction
increment the value of session_id by 1

End

Detecti on Report

Figure1: Scenario of the Model
The auditing mechanis m collects all the information about the
instructions executed by users from the log file. Username,
user session ids, sequence number, co mmand type, name of
the target object, owner of the target object, transaction ids etc.
are examp le of some information logged for each action by
the database user. These audit informat ion are used to create
models with help o f Apriori algorith m and stored at the
system for future use. When any user performs any transaction
in DBM S also generates a current transaction log. Required
informat ion like session id, transaction id, command type,
target object for that particular user are submitted and stored
in the log table. Now, in malicious transaction detection phase
of the method an algorith m is developed to detect the type of
the transaction. The proposed algorithm of this phase is given
below;
Input: A set o f transactions ‘T’ contain session_id,
transaction_id, target_obj,command_type.
Output: Transaction is malicious or benign
Begin
1) Read the values from T ordered by session_id ;
2) Let count =null ;

In this algorith m the current transaction informat ion are
compared with transactions models according to their session
and transaction ids. If the current transaction information like
command type and target object fo r a particu lar session id and
transaction id, matches with transaction models, whose
occurrences exceed a predefined minimu m support threshold
for that session id, then the particular transaction is allowed to
commit into the DBMS and detected as valid or benign
transaction. If it does not match the transaction is never
allo wed to commit into the DBMS and marked as a malicious.
TABLE I
SUPPORT VALUES FOR CORRE SPONDING SE SSION IDS.
Row

session_id

Support

1

23

0.667

2

24

0.89343

3

25

0.46465

4

29

0.29642

For example, in row 1 in the table, Aprio ri algorith m creates a
model which contains that, for session id ‗23‘, support is
0.667. It means 66.7% of the time the user does authentic and
benign activity for this session id.
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TABLE II
A PARTIAL VIEW OF LOG TABLE
User
Name

session_i
d

transactio
n_id

comman
d_type

target_o
bj

A1

23

1

Select

Order

A1

23

1

Select

Order

A1

22

2

Insert

Sale

A2

24

5

Update

Stock

A2

24

5

Update

Stock

A3

25

7

Delete

Order

A3

26

8

Select

Order

A4

28

11

Delete

Sale

A4

28

11

Delete

Sale

A4

29

14

Update

Stock

In this algorith m the system co mpares the support value for
the particular session id. If a user having session id ―26‖,
transaction id ―8‖ perfo rms a ―select‖ operation where the
target object is ―order‖, then the intrusion detection algorithm
mark the transaction as malicious though the information for
current audit log and transaction model matches, as the
occurrences of session id does not exceed the predefined
minimu m support threshold value 50%, set by admin istrator
Again, in the database, user having session id ―26‖,
transaction id ―8‖ performs a ―select‖ operation on ―Sale‖
then the intrusion detection algorith m mark the transaction as
malicious as the target object for both data does not matches,
even if it satisfies the minimu m support value.
A transaction will be considered as valid or benign transaction
only when it satisfies the min imu m support value and all the
informat ion available in authorized transaction model. For
example, a user having session id ―23‖, transaction id ―1‖
performs a ―select‖ operation where the target object is
―order‖ satisfies the minimu m support threshold value, is
detected as benign or valid transaction.

A false positive occurs when an intrusion detector erroneously
detects an intrusion in a non-infected transaction. As the
filtration process of this system is strict, the number of false
positive rate will be very less.
V. CONCLUSION
Intrusion detection plays a very crucial role in database
security system. This paper proposed an approach for the
detection of malicious transactions in database. In this
approach, models of valid transactions are generated to detect
unauthorized t ransactions. It consists of two different
segments: transaction modelling and intrusion detection.
Intrusion detection consists in the detection of all the activ ities
executing sequences of instructions that potentially represent
intrusion attempts.
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